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Introduction0

DESITE md is an analysis and information software that facilitates the use of 

digital building models and improves collaboration between project participants. 

DESITE md helps you with your day-to-day work with building models and 

enables you to access the information in your BIM model.

DESITE md enables you to check your building models interactively and perform 

rule-based model checking using your own rulesets. You can also calculate 

quantities from model geometry and create a 4D simulation. After all, md stands 

for “manage data”.

With DESITE md, you can visualise, check, expand and analyse a 3D building 

model interactively.

From the very beginning.

Integration & 

Model Checking

Coordination & 

Communication

Use Cases 

(4D, 5D, Visualisation etc.)

1 2 3
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Getting Started

PART 1
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User Interface1.1

Menu Tabs

Application menu

NAVIGATION Navigation in 3D model, redlining, measuring tools

VIEW 3D viewpoints, materials and colour schemes, visualisation

DATA Display and entry of attribute information corresponding to 

3D model objects 

BUILDING Project structure, building structure and model export

ACTIVITIES 4D simulation, time schedules and process components

QUANTITIES Bill of quantities

DOCUMENTS Managing documents and linking to 3D model objects

TOOLS Model checking, clash detection, model version 

comparison

Ribbon Bar

The main window shows a 3D view of the building model

Application Menu Toolbar
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Customise User Interface1.2

When a module (e.g. project structure) is selected, a new sidebar (‘widget’) will 

open. These sidebars can be moved and docked with drag & drop or used on a 

separate window (e.g. on a second screen) as desired.
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Application Menu1.3

Application menu contains all the 

important functions for managing projects.

You can create an empty New Project or 

open existing projects in native formats 

.cpa or .pfs. In this case, click on Open 

Project.

You can display Project Info for current 

project, export individual models or save 

the entire project.

Whether a 3D geometry model, time 

schedule, bill of quantities or database, 

you can import any project data into the 

project using the function Add Document / 

3D-Model / Time Schedule / …

List of supported file formats is constantly 

being extended.
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Import Data1.4

In order to import a 3D geometry model, time schedule, bill of quantities or 

database, select Add Document / 3D-Model / Time Schedule /… under 

Application Menu. You can choose the file format to be imported in the file dialog 

box that is opened.

Depending on the selected file format, you can set different import options. 

When you click on the Open button, data will be imported into DESITE md.

Multiple files of different types 

can be imported and put 

together in your project.

3D geometry models can be 

transformed and rotated by 

import. This allows models with 

different local coordinate 

systems to be merged in a 

coordination model.

Multiple files can be imported at 

the same time. Import settings 

can also be applied to each 

single file or they will be applied 

to all files – if checkbox Apply to 

all is enabled –
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Supported File Formats1.5

DESITE Project (*.pfs *.cpa)

DESITE Binary Format 1 (*.cpb) / DESITE Binary Format 2 (*.cp2)

3D Studio (*.3ds)

AutoCAD Drawing (*.dwg)

AutoCAD Exchange File (*.dxf)

Autodesk DWF (*.dwf *.dwfx )

Autodesk FBX (*.fbx)

CityGML 1.0/2.0 (*.gml)

CPI XML (*.cpixml)

IFC 2x3, IFC 4, IFC 4.1 (*.ifc)

LandXML (*.xml)

MicroStation Design (*.dgn)

Polygon File Format (*. ply)

REB (*.d45 *.d49 *.d58)

SketchUp (*.skp)

VRML97 (*.wrl)

Wavefront OBJ (*.obj)

DESITE Point Clouds (*.cpls)

E57 Point Clouds (*.e57)

General 3D Point Clouds (*.xyz)

Leica LeiserScan (*.txt *.pts)

ALKIS (*.xml) 

GeoJSON (*.geojson)

DESITE Time Schedules (*.tsxml)

Asta Powerproject (*.pp)

Microsoft Access (*.mdb *.accdb)

MS Project (*.mpp) / MS Project XML (*.xml)

pro-Plan (*.ppl)

Tilos Exchange (*.xml)

DESITE Bill of Quantities (*.boq.xml *.modBOQ.xml)

GAEB XML X81-X86 (*.x81 *.x82 *.x83 *.x84 *.x85 *.x86)

GAEB 90 D81-D86 (*.d81 *.d82 *.d83 *.d84 *.d85 *.d86)

CSV (*.csv)

SQLite DB (*.db)
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Navigation1.6

There are various Navigation Modes available for navigating around the model 

in the Navigation toolbar:

In Orbit mode, you can rotate the camera around your model and so view it from 

different sides. For that, press and hold the left mouse button and move the 

mouse to the left and right to rotate or up and down to tilt the camera. 

Tip: You can left-click on an object to set the pivot point while rotating the model.

Pan moves the camera on screen level, i.e. left, right, up or down.

Tip: ,        , and keys can also be used to pan in any navigation 

mode.

In Walk mode, you can explore the model in detail. Use the mouse to move back 

and forth and to turn to the left or right. The further up you slide the mouse with 

the mouse button pressed, the faster you will move in the scene.

When using Look Around, your position remains fixed and you can freely pan 

the virtual camera using the mouse. 

Tip: You can also look around in any navigation mode using Ctrl key and left 

mouse button together.

You can use Zoom mode by clicking on the icon on the left side of the main 

window and moving the mouse back and forth. Alternatively, you can also use 

the mouse to draw a frame around the area to be zoomed in. For that, click on 

the centre of the area to be zoomed in and set the size of the area with left 

mouse button pressed.

Tip: In Orbit mode, other navigation modes can also be used temporarily 

pressing the mouse wheel and right mouse button or using left mouse button in 

combination with Ctrl key.
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Navigation1.6

In addition, following predefined views are also available:

View will be adapted to visible objects

View will be adapted to selected objects

Selected or visible objects will be displayed from above

Previous view

Next view

Perspective projection (recommended)

Orthographic projection

Show standard views

Tip: To switch between navigation modes more quickly, use Ctrl key in 

combination with the following keys: 

Standard views are available for a 

practical and quick overview of 

the model. 

Clicking on an arrow will set the 

view to the selected position. 

‘Pan’ mode

'Look around mode

'Zoom’ mode

'Select’ mode

'Orbit’ mode

'Walk’ mode
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Selection1.7

Selection allows the user to select 3D objects in the model in order to work on 

them.

There are three selection modes in 3D view:

1. Individual selection

By clicking on an object 

2. Box selection: top left -> bottom right

The selection box is green. All objects which lie entirely within the box are 

selected, even if they are concealed by other objects and not visible.

3. Box selection: bottom left -> top right

The selection box is yellow. All objects which lie partly within the box are 

selected. Concealed objects are not selected.

2. 3.

Select all visible geometric elements

Clear selection

Tip: You can select multiple objects one after another if you press and hold Ctrl

key while clicking on objects.
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Selection Settings1.8

Composite objects (assemblies) are distinguished in many geometry models.

Selection type of such composite objects can be specified in the navigation 

menu or in display options (under View / Options). Here you can also activate 

display of sub-components and negative objects such as window or door 

openings (if they are present in the project).

Via 'Open Options’ button, you can select further display options in the tabs 

Objects and 3D-View.

Note: Sub-components are components that have been divided by cutting tool 

in DESITE md.
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Selection and Visibility1.9

With Wire mode, only edges of objects are 

displayed in 3D view. Click on the button again 

to deactivate this display mode.

If any objects are selected, they will still be fully 

displayed with their faces too – edges of 

unselected objects will only continue to be 

displayed. This allows a quick visual inspection 

of individual objects.

All 3D model objects in the project will be displayed. You can also press A key 

as an alternative.

Selected objects will be hidden. You can also press – key as an alternative.

Only selected objects will be displayed. You can also press # key as an 

alternative.

Tip: 'Selection’ and 'Visibility’ of model objects can also be inverted.

Selected objects can be hidden, displayed or isolated and vice versa.

Display and visibility of objects can be changed depending on their selection 

status.
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With Clipping function, parts of the models can be cut away up to six planes 

simultaneously. 

Activate the desired clipping plane using On/Off symbol and move the section 

using the slider bar below it. 

Alternatively, you can also move the clipping planes using the mouse cursor 

(scissors) by clicking on corners of each section or centre point.

Clipping Planes1.10

You can adjust display settings for the edges, colours and fills of cutting sections 

by clicking on the spanner icon. 

Tip: Bounding box of visible or selected objects can also be used to restrict the 

limits which a clipping plane can be moved within.
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Redlining1.11

Redlining tool provides functions for placing comments and annotations within 

the 3D model.

Click on the Redlining button in the Navigation toolbar in order to open the 

palette for markup tools. You can adjust settings for Drawing Modes, Pen colour

and Fill colour and choose different colours, shapes or pen thickness values.

You can erase markups by using the eraser while redlining.

You can remove last markup item or restore the last removed item using arrow 

buttons. 

You can remove all markup items by clicking on X button 

Tip: Markups will be saved automatically in a 3D Viewpoint. You can also 

manually save visible and selected objects or clipping planes while creating 3D 

viewpoints as well.
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3D Viewpoints1.12

A 3D viewpoint will automatically be created and saved when you create a 

markup. 

Open Viewpoints under View menu tab to see the list of all 3D viewpoints 

created in the project.

Tip: Clipping planes will also be saved in a 3D viewpoint.

If you want to create viewpoints 

manually, set the desired view in the 

model, add comments or annotations as 

required and click on + button.

Choose if the visible and/or selected 

objects are to be saved.

You can also delete viewpoints clicking 

on – button.
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3D Viewpoints1.12

3D viewpoints can include descriptions, 

an assignee or a status description. You 

can also add comments to 3D 

viewpoints. For that, click on Comments

button to expand or collapse the 

comment section.

Click on Add comment in order to 

comment on a 3D viewpoint.

Click on Import Viewpoints button to 

import viewpoints into the project. *.bcf

and *.bcfzip formats are supported as 

well as native formats *.vpxml and 

*.vp.xml.

You must first select the desired 

viewpoints to be exported. Then click on 

Export Selected Viewpoints. In addition 

to the supported import formats, it is also 

possible to generate a printout in PDF 

format.
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Measuring1.13

Dimension tool allows the user to measure points, paths, polylines, 3D polygons, 

areas and distances.

User can switch between measuring modes using drop down arrow button.

In Points mode, you can display the coordinates of any number of points in the 

model as required.

In Lines mode, you can measure the distance between two points. Coordinates 

of selected start and end points will also be displayed.

Polylines mode allows you to measure the paths of several consecutive lines. 

Angles between the lines as well as the total length of all paths are also 

displayed.

In 3D Polygons mode, you can set as many consecutive points as desired. 

Dimensions and angles are displayed corresponding to each line or area 

created.

Faces mode allows you to measure the areas of objects with just one click. 

Length of the border lines as well as measured area will be displayed.

In Distance mode, you can measure the perpendicular distance between two 

parallel paths or parallel areas.
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Settings and Remote Support1.14

You can find out more about the 

current DESITE md version and 

your license clicking on       button 

at the upper right corner.

If you need help, please feel free to 

call us at any time. We can get 

access to your screen and support 

you live via Support.

You can also configure basic 

settings for DESITE md software, 

such as the display language or the 

keyboard layout via Configuration.

Note: Changes to the language settings only take effect after software is 

restarted.
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Information Retrieval

PART 2
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Domains and Models2.1

All information in a project is managed in different domains. 

Each domain contains arbitrary number of models and domain-specific objects. 

The geometric model forms the central reference point. Objects from all domains 

can be linked to geometric objects, including geometric objects to each other. 

Objects of domain models are represented as tree structures in most domains. 

Operation and the available functions are the same for each domain.

Geometry
- Project Structure

- 3D View

- Selection Sets

- …

Bill of 
Quantities

Documents

Activities
Clash 

Detection

…
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Project Structure2.2

Contents of imported geometry models are displayed in a tree view under 

Project Structure. You can open project structure by clicking on Project button in 

the Building toolbar.

Each model corresponds to an imported file. The structure of the tree is given by 

imported native file.

Tree structure is broken down into the following elements:

Document

Root container

Container

Composite object (group of logically related objects, building component group)

Object

Opening

Note: Objects are highlighted in yellow by default when selected, while 

composite objects in green.
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Visibility and selection of objects can also be handled in the Project Structure 

window. Right-click on a tree element offers many options for that.

Alternatively, you can also use the following keyboard shortcut keys:

Project Structure2.2

Show all

Hide selected

Show selected only

Zoom to visible

Show QuickInfo

Activate/deactivate tooltipsCancel selection 

(use in the 3D window)

Show selected
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Use T key to access Tooltips. Name, ID and geometric properties of the selected 

object(s) are displayed in the tooltip window. Alternatively, you can open tooltips 

by clicking on the Tooltips button in the Building toolbar.

Use I key to access QuickInfo. A list of properties of the selected objects are 

listed in the QuickInfo window by default. 

QuickInfo & Tooltips2.3

Tip: Properties listed in QuickInfo can also be displayed in the Data Sheet 

under Data menu tab.
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Data Sheet2.4

You can open Data Sheet by clicking on Object under Data menu tab. All 

available information and properties of the model objects are displayed in data 

sheet.

If the padlock is activated (closed), details will be updated automatically after the 

next selection.

If the padlock is not closed, you can update the selected object data manually 

using this button.

Click on Documents to display the documents that are linked to the selected 

object.

From DESITE md Version 2.6.0 on, you can also filter properties. This makes 

searching in large number of properties easier.

If you want to find objects with the same property values, you can use Show 

Equal Objects function.

Tip: You can also open data sheet by clicking on D key.

Note: Both property name and values are included in the search.
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Expanding Project Structure2.5

Properties of model objects can be displayed in project structure in table format. 

You can set the object properties to be displayed in the project structure table.

Click on Column configuration / Bookmarks button and then on Configure 

columns.

Configure columns window will open. 

From a list of all available object 

properties, you can select those to be 

displayed as columns in the project 

structure table.

Tip: You can also click on + button at the bottom left corner in order to create 

new properties.

Tip: A customized column configuration is useful for filtering the model elements 

and creating selection sets.
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Expanding Project Structure2.5

In our example, cpRevitLevel attribute is to be displayed in project structure 

table.

You can move the attribute from the Available Properties list on the left to the 

Visible Properties list on the right using the checkbox under Visible column or 

clicking on the desired property and using > button.

cpRevitCategory attribute is to be displayed in the second column in project 

structure table. You can use the search function to filter visible properties:

In order to change the order of visible properties, select an attribute and move it 

up or down using the arrows.

Tip: You can save your configuration of properties if you insert a name in the 

bookmark list and press + button at the upper right corner to create a 

bookmark. 
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Expanding Project Structure2.5

Two new columns are displayed now in project structure table:

cpRevitLevel and cpRevitCategory
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Filters2.6

Project structure, and so model objects in 3D view, can be filtered according to 

any desired criteria.

Click on the column header cpRevitCategory in order to open the filter menu.

If you want to filter model objects by value 'Windows’ for the attribute 

“cpRevitCategory”, for example, choose Windows from the list. Once you press 

Enter key, only those objects which contain property value 'Windows' will be 

displayed in 3D view.
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Filters2.6

Wildcards and operators can also be used to apply filters. For example ! symbol 

negates the filter and all objects will be found which do not contain the value in  

a property.

The following wildcards and operators are supported:

Search term Description

Wa* Text that begins with 'Wa', such as ‘Wall’

*wall*12.* Text that contains the elements ‘Wall' and ‘12.', 

such as 'BasicWall_12.5’

Concrete Steel Masonry Text is either 'Concrete' or 'Steel' or 'Masonry'

"Basic Wall XY" Text equals 'Basic Wall XY' (without quotation 

marks, this would mean 'Basic Wall' or ‘XY'

!Wa* Text that does not begin with 'Wa'

Wa* Wind*

(space in between)

Text that begins with 'Wa' or 'Wind'

> C All text that begins with D, E, F etc.

< 0 All negative numbers

!* Property is not present/defined

# Wa* Remove all applied filters (i.e. no AND relation) 

and then show all objects which the property 

value begins with 'Wa'.

Notes:

• Filter is always applied to the currently visible partial models.

• Placing a # at the beginning of search term means that filter will not only be 

applied to the visible elements, but also to all available elements in the 

project structure.

• Space in the expression means an OR relation.

• Multiple filters include an AND relation.

• Search term is not case sensitive.

• * is a placeholder for any desired term.
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Formulas and Inheritance2.7

Aggregate functions can be used at any point in project structure, i.e. to 

calculate total volume of all walls.

Since property values are inherited from parent elements to their children by 

default, you often need to insert aggregate function at the highest hierarchical 

level.

Inherited values 

are displayed in 

red.

Calculated 

values are 

displayed in 

green.

Following aggregate functions are available:

• AVG Average value

• AVG_INH Average value including inherited values

• MINMAX Minimum and maximum values

• MINMAX_INH Minimum and maximum values including inherited values

• SUM Sum 

• SUM_INH Sum including inherited values

• SUM_LINKED Sum of the linked objects

Tip: Results of 

formulas can be 

displayed by 

clicking on Σ sign.
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Selection Sets2.8

Selection sets are a way of combining certain partial models and defining your 

own structure of model data. You can open selection sets window by clicking on 

Sets button in the Building toolbar. 

Object properties can also be displayed in this window, as in the project 

structure.

You can also show and hide, 

select and deselect objects in the 

selected sets.
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Selection Sets2.8

Selection sets can automatically be created in Project Structure. Here visible 

objects, which are hierarchically structured according to the selected properties 

in the dialog, are combined into new data sets.

Tips:

• When creating selection sets, it is possible to specify whether sub-parts and 

composites are included in the set or their sub-components. Opening 

elements can also be taken into consideration in the same way.

• Smart sets store the rules for creating selection set, in addition to the 

structure and the objects. Use smart sets if you want to update the selected 

set with the new objects after updating the model.

• Both in project structure and in selection sets, you can export entire model 

or only partial models in cpixml format.
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Selection Sets2.8

With selection sets, it is possible to visualise elements in colour. First click on 

the spanner icon, and then select Create colour Scheme. Elements that have 

the same property values will be assigned the same colour.

Similarly, selection sets can also be used to generate an exploded view. First 

click on the spanner icon, and then select Explode Geometry.
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DESITE Projects

PART 3
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Saving a Project3.1

Current project can be saved in native pfs format in the application menu. A new 

folder should be created for this purpose since individual files are created 

directly in the specified directory.

Project can also be opened by executing the project file.

Native Models

Native Models

Project File 

<ProjectName>.pfs

Standard Model

<ProjectName>.desite.cpixml

(Selection sets, North arrow, 

standard materials, …)

Copy of native models

In CPI format

Other Project Data

(3D Viewpoints, Links, Tooltips, 

…)

Directory 

„Originals“

portable
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Project Files 

Contents of a DESITE Project

3.2

Folder

desite.modules Standard DESITE folder for additional Web 

Forms

<ProjectName>.automation Automated scripts (Menu: Tools/Automation)

<ProjectName>.clash Results of the clash runs

<ProjectName>.cloud

<ProjectName>.global
Global bookmarks (available to everyone 

project-wide)

<ProjectName>.messages Session events

<ProjectName>.prgs Property scripts (Menu: Data/Scripts)

<ProjectName>.scripts Global scripts (Menu: Tools/Scripts)

<ProjectName>.session.dh Personal bookmarks

<ProjectName>.templates Templates, e.g. QuickInfo.html

<ProjectName>.textures

<ProjectName>.viewpoints Thumbnails of 3D viewpoints

Files

<ProjectName>.pfs Project file, contains a directory of all project 

files

<ProjectName>.db Standard project database (SQLite)

<ProjectName>.lock Lock file, shows that a user has opened the 

project

<ProjectName>.prjACT.xml
Domain projects for the data domains (in this 

order):

Activities, Bill of Quantities, Building Structure, 

Clash Detection, Documents, Geometry, 

Process Components, Properties, 

Quality Assurance, Resources, Types

Contains a Repository, Links (Relations) and 

also Linking Rules

<ProjectName>.prjBOQ.xml

<ProjectName>.prjBS.xml

<ProjectName>.prjCD.xml

<ProjectName>.prjDOC.xml

<ProjectName>.prjGEO.xml

<ProjectName>.prjPC.xml

<ProjectName>.prjProp.xml

<ProjectName>.prjQA.xml

<ProjectName>.prjRES.xml

<ProjectName>.prjTYP.xml

10816.modBOQ.xml

Various domain models

For performance reasons, geometric models 

are compressed and saved in native .cp2 

format by default

18822.modTYP.xml

25178.modBOQ.xml

27827.modDOC.xml

28728.modTYP.xml

49614.modPC.xml

53384.modGEO.cp2

63650.modBS.xml
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Project Files 

Contents of a DESITE Project

3.2

Files

<ImportedGeometryFile1>.desite.cp2 Cache of an imported geometry file

<ImportedGeometryFile2>.desite.cp2 Cache of a second imported geometry file

<ImportedSchedule1>.tsmap Cache of an imported time schedule 

(mapping/link activity to geometric object 

and time schedule itself)
<ImportedSchedule1>.tsxml

<ProjectName>.cs.xml colour schemes

<ProjectName>.cut.xml Cutting positions for split objects into parts

<ProjectName>.desite.cpixml North arrow, standard colours

<ProjectName>.lck.xml Locked objects

<ProjectName>.location.xml Geocoordinates of the project

<ProjectName>.objMap.xml Links between objects

DbInputForm.html Front page for Forms

<ProjectName>.ptype.xml Property types

<ProjectName>.qa.xml Model checking rules (is no longer used)

<ProjectName>.setGEO.xml Selection sets

<ProjectName>.tip.xml List of objects for permanent tooltips

<ProjectName>.tv.xml Top views

<ProjectName>.vis.xml Visualisation styles for 4D simulation

<ProjectName>.vp.xml Saved 3D Viewpoints

<ProjectName>.wms.xml Wire mode scheme
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Packing a Project3.3

If you would like to forward a project to another stakeholder, you can pack it in 

the native .cpa format. When you open a .cpa file, all the files contained within 

the project are unpacked and placed in the same directory.

When you pack the project, you can choose 

which files are to be packed.
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Connecting to a Database3.4

Once the project has been saved, standard project database can be integrated 

via the application menu. If the building model is linked to a database, you can 

add further information and data to your model.

Tip: Database menu can be accessed both under Application Menu as well as 

by clicking on database button at the upper right corner.
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Adding Properties3.5

Once your model is linked to a database, click on the Database button under 

Data menu tab.

Click on + button to create a new 

property. Select name, data type, unit 

and domain in which the property is 

to be available.

Note: New attributes are saved only 

in the database and they are not 

present in the model. They can only 

be accessed by connecting the 

project to the database.

In the following example, a new property Test DB is created and assigned to 

each domain. The attribute can be displayed in the tree view. Values that come 

from the database are shown in blue in the project.
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Translating/Rotating a Model3.6

In addition to the possibility of scaling or moving a model directly during import, 

you can also perform this function any time via Project Structure. You can call 

the function Scale/Translate/Rotate Objects in Document after right-click on a 

root container: 

In this window, you can enter 

values for scaling, translation 

and rotation. You can copy these 

settings and insert them into the 

same window for another partial 

model or container.

Tip: You can also select multiple 

root containers in order to move, 

rotate or scale them together.

After a model has been modified, root container will be displayed with a play 

symbol.

Note: If you are working with 

global coordinate systems such 

as Gauss-Krüger coordinates, 

georeferencing should be 

applied already during import in 

order to keep the model 

coordinate values as small as 

possible. 
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Georeferencing3.7

For numerical reasons, it is necessary to keep the model coordinate values as 

small as possible. Thus models that are georeferenced and lays i.e. in Gauss-

Krüger coordinate system (order of magnitude of 107 m) must be moved in the 

direction of origin (0/0/0).

You can access the dialog to set geocoordinates of the project via Location in 

the Navigation toolbar.

You can also configure display settings of the coordinates. For that, click on the 

spanner icon next to Location in Navigation toolbar.

Display options for coordinates: Select the coordinate types you would like to 

display and click on a point after you switch to the measuring mode Point. Model 

coordinates are shown in blue, global coordinates in green and GPS coordinates 

in brown in 3D view. 

Project Reference Point: Indicates a specific location in the project.

Transformation: Translation matrix for global coordinates in the project. 

Calculated from Model Coordinates field (usually origin as (0,0,0)) and the 

equivalent in global coordinates (currently only Gauss-Krüger values are 

supported).

GPS (WGS84) (decimal degrees): Global coordinates converted to GPS 

coordinates. If no Gauss-Krüger values are available, they can be calculated by 

entering latitude and longitude manually. Conversion is correct only within 

Germany since only Gauss-Krüger coordinates are supported at the moment.
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Links/Documents3.8

Documents domain can be accessed under the Documents menu tab.

In Documents domain, external 

documents from different sources can 

be uploaded. Not only individual files, 

but also entire directories can be 

attached.

It is then possible to link model objects 

to corresponding documents to access 

them easily.

Right-click on an element in Document

domain allows you to create or edit 

links to model objects.

Tip: It is also possible to link documents to model objects via rule-based links 

automatically as an alternative to manual linking.
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IFC Export3.9

With Export function, you can export any selection of model objects from 

consolidated 3D geometry models in your coordination model as a partial or 

consolidated model. 

Export tool can be accessed under Building menu tab.

When exporting to IFC4, it is 

possible to include various 

information in the export file, i.e. 

exporting modified material 

information, visible objects only or 

active properties only.

In Models section, you can select 3D 

models to be exported in your 

coordination model. In addition, you 

can map your IFC model according 

to a specific Building Structure and 

decide from which Property providers

you would like to export the 

properties.

Besides IFC4 format, other geometry formats 

such as CPIXML, OBJ, SKP or native DESITE 

format CP2 are also available as export 

formats. 

After you select Export to IFC option, you can 

set export options in IFC Export dialog. 

Note: You will also find similar export options when exporting models in other 

geometry formats. 
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Model View & Display

PART 4
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Assigning Materials & colours4.1

Material information for model objects can be managed and expanded via 

Materials tool under View menu tab.

In the 'Default' setting, 16 materials with associated colours are generated in 

DESITE md. In addition, materials that are provided in the uploaded partial 

models are also imported into the project. 

Using + button at the bottom left corner, 

you can create your own, user-defined 

materials. 

By right-click on a material in the list, 

you can set material to selected 

objects. 

Using Show objects with Selected 

Material, you can display and check the 

model objects assigned to materials by 

filtering in 3D view.

In the following example, only elements assigned to material property Glass are 

displayed in 3D view.
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Colour Schemes4.2

In Materials widget, you can customize properties such as name, colour or 

transparency. 

Note: If the existing values in the table are changed, default colour scheme of 

the project is also changed – this cannot be undone! In order to adjust materials 

manually, e.g. for a 3D viewpoint, it is suggested to use colour Schemes.

Click on collapsed menu icon in order to create a 

colour scheme. Select the desired elements in 3D 

view, assign a material and create a new scheme 

using + button at the bottom left corner in colour 

Schemes window.

In order to customize a colour scheme, right-click on a colour scheme and select 

Activate colour Scheme. Equip the objects with new materials in the 3D view 

and then update the colour scheme in turn by right-clicking.

If you want to deactivate a colour scheme, click on the icon Reset Materials of 

Objects in colour Schemes window. 

Tip: As an alternative to creating a colour scheme manually, it is also possible to 

create based on a selection set. This is described in Chapter 2.8.
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Colour Schemes in Viewpoints4.3

In order to associate a viewpoint with a colour scheme, type name of the 

corresponding colour scheme in square brackets [ ] in Description field of a 

viewpoint. When the viewpoint is applied, the associated colour scheme will also 

be applied. It will remain active until you deactivate it again.

Tip: You can add further annotations in Description field in addition to the name 

of the colour scheme.
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Wire Mode Scheme 4.4

In a similar way to colour scheme, a scheme for wireframe representation of 

model elements can also be created with Wire Mode function under View menu 

tab.

With wire mode scheme selected elements will be displayed in transparent only 

with edges, while rest of model objects are displayed in standard colours. There 

are two ways to work with wire mode:

1) Using Show Selected Objects in Wire Mode button in Wire Mode window. 

Only selected elements will be displayed with wireframes without working 

with a scheme.

2) By Add New Wire Mode Schema clicking on + button at the bottom left 

corner. 

Similar to colour scheme, you can activate or update a wire mode scheme by 

right-click. 

To reset Wire Mode, click on X button.

Tip: These wire mode schemes can also be associated to a viewpoint. For that, 

type name of the corresponding wire mode scheme in brackets ( ) in 

Description field of a viewpoint.
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4D Fundamentals

PART 5 
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4D Simulation5.1

In addition to 3D geometry models, a time schedule can also be imported into 

DESITE md or created manually. 3D model objects and activities in a time 

schedule can be linked together to form a 4D BIM model.

CAD Time Schedule

4D Simulation

This 4D BIM model can later be used for various use cases i.e. for visual time 

schedule controlling, for feasibility analysis as well as time-related quantity 

analysis.

If you would like to import an existing time schedule into your DESITE project, 

click on Add Document / 3D-Model / Time Schedule / ... under Application Menu 

and select time schedule format to be imported. Microsoft Project (*.mpp), Asta

Powerproject (*.pp), Tilos (*.xml), pro-Plan (*.ppl) and native DESITE time 

schedule format (*.tsxml) are currently supported. 
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Linking Activities to 3D Objects5.2

You can create and run 4D simulations under Activities menu tab. Click on 

Activities button in the toolbar to open the widget and access all available time 

schedules that have been imported or manually generated in the project.

In order to link your time schedule and 3D model together, most simply you can 

manually select model objects in 3D view and then assign those to related 

activities in your time schedule. It is suggested to use selection sets in order to 

filter and select model objects in an easier way. 

It is generally more effective to link 3D objects to activities automatically 

using Rule-based Linking functionality.

Advantages:

• Rules can be saved and reused in other projects.

• Linking rules can be reapplied if a geometry model version or time 

schedule has been imported and thus links between model objects and 

activities can easily be updated.

Disadvantage:

• Activities and 3D objects must include the same property values to apply 

linking rules.
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Rule-based Linking5.3

In DESITE md, links between 3D model elements and objects from other 

domains can be created based on user defined rules.

For example, activities in a time schedule, BoQ items or object types in domain 

Types can be linked automatically to 3D model objects. Rule-based linking is 

performed based on attributes of 3D model objects and attributes of the objects 

of the respective domain. 

Rule-based linking editor can be accessed via chain icon next to domain widget 

button in the respective domain i.e. Activities:

On the screenshot above you can see notation for linking parameter in CAD

domain as well as parameter in the corresponding Activities domain based on 

two attributes (e.g. Floor and Building Component – but there could also be 

used more attributes)

Name of respective attribute must always be placed in double square brackets 

[[…]]. Dash between two attributes is only a visual separator to make the 

concatenated properties more readable. Any other separator or no separator can 

also be used as desired.

Linking rules can be imported/exported via buttons at the bottom right corner 

and therefore reused in other DESITE projects. 

New rules can be created via + button at the bottom left corner in the editor 

window. Assign an appropriate name to each rule and define which CAD 

Properties i.e. which 3D object attributes are to be compared with corresponding 

Activity Properties. If property values of both domains match together, objects are 

linked to activities automatically.
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Rule-based Linking5.3

In order to establish a rule-based linking between activities and model objects, 

as in our example, rules must now be assigned to the activities in the 

corresponding time schedule. Assignment is carried out in three ways: 

• Set only the corresponding activities visible which a particular rule is to be 

applied by pressing # key and choose and then choose Set to Visible,

• Select them first by pressing Alt + # and then choose Set to Selected in the 

rule editor toolbar,

• Or move the desired linking rule over to the corresponding activity in time 

schedule using Drag & Drop.

Tip: You can apply only one linking rule to each activity in a time schedule. 

Different rules can also be assigned to different activities. 

Finally, linking rules can be executed and links between model objects and 

activities can be created automatically. This is done using the Update Rule-

based Links button at the bottom right corner in the rule editor. 
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Rule-based Linking5.3

Linking result in the time schedule can be seen on the following screenshot. 

Standard DESITE attributes cpLinkRule and cpLinkRuleValue in Activities

domain contain the name of the assigned rule as well as the value of the 

parameter defined in that linking rule. 

3D model objects are now linked to the corresponding activities.

Tip: Rule-based linking procedure works in the same way also for other data 

domains.
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Customize 4D Visualisation5.4

You can customize how model objects linked to corresponding activities are 

displayed before, during and after their execution while running a 4D simulation. 

For that, click on Visualisation tool under the Activities menu tab. 

Click on + button in order to create a new visualisation rule, and assign a name 

to it. 

• Start and Start colour define corresponding activities and how model objects 

linked to them are displayed before they are executed.

• Active and Active colour define corresponding activities and how model 

objects linked to them are displayed during their execution

• Finish and Finish colour define corresponding activities and how model 

objects linked to them are displayed after they have been completed. 

Tip: As a rule of thumb, usually Start is set as hidden so that building 

components do not appear in 3D view before they are created. Building 

components are frequently displayed in their model colours after Finish.

In the next step, created visualisation rules must be assigned to the activities. 

Assignment is carried out in two ways:

• Corresponding activities which a particular visualisation rule is to be applied, 

are made visible or selected and then assigned via Set to Visible or Set to 

Selected buttons in the toolbar.

• Setting is moved over to the corresponding activity via Drag & Drop.
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Running a 4D Simulation5.5

Click on Simulation slider button in order to switch on 4D simulation mode.  

A new section with a timeline will be displayed. 

You can specify a Start Date and Step Size for simulation in the toolbar. Use the 

corresponding buttons to play or pause the simulation. Single steps are also 

possible.

Note: Simulation options and settings can only be accessed and adjusted when 

4D simulation mode is switched off.
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Export Simulation5.6

When 4D simulation mode is switched off, click on Export Animation button first 

in simulation toolbar in order to export a simulation. A new section with export 

options will be displayed and Export Simulation option will appear in the 

Simulation toolbar.

Once you have configured the necessary settings for start, end, step size etc. as 

desired, choose a directory to save the simulation and then click on Export 

Simulation button.

Then you will be asked which compression 

software to be used.

You can then export the simulation into the 

specified folder.
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In the configuration menu (spanner icon), set the chart display to Visible 

activities.

Update the chart by clicking on Refresh button at the upper right corner.

Time-related Quantity Analysis5.7

The easiest way to perform a time-related quantity analysis is to use a 

time-variation curve. For this purpose, click on Charts button in Activities toolbar 

in order to create property and time-related 4D charts. 

For that, set only the properties whose 

data is to be analysed visible in the 

Property List (collapsed menu icon), i.e. 

cpVolume

There are four options to select for each 

property: 

• Visible

• W (Work) 

• AW (Actual Work) 

• BW (Baseline Work)

Chart can be copied to clipboard as screenshot or graph values can be exported 

to Excel.
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Bill of Quantities

PART 6 
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Bill of Quantities6.1

Bill of Quantities module in DESITE md allows you to import and display your 

BoQ tables easily and interactively, link 3D model objects to corresponding BoQ

items and assign quantities calculated from model geometry.

You can create your own BoQ table manually in DESITE md or import from an 

external software via GAEB file (GAEB XML). Bill of Quantities module can be 

accessed under Quantities menu tab.

In order to create your own BoQ table manually, click on + button at the bottom 

left corner and select the desired item from the menu that opens.

Here you can generate a BoQ table or add further entries 

such as BoQ items, additional texts, take-off sheets etc. in an 

imported BoQ file.

You can rename the entries with a double click on values on 

Name field.

Click on Details will open a new dialog box. 

BoQ properties Order Number, Short Text, Description, Unit, 

Unit Price and Total Price are displayed in detail view.

Tip: If you select a new entry in BoQ table, you have to click on the button 

Update details. When the padlock symbol is closed, details are updated 

automatically for selected entry.
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Import Bill of Quantities6.2

In order to import a Bill of Quantities, select Add Document / 3D-Model / Time 

Schedule /… under Application Menu.

By default, Quantity, Unit and Unit Price properties are displayed for each BoQ

items. Further properties i.e. Total Price can also be displayed or hidden, as in 

all the other domains.

In order to calculate quantities from the model geometry, 3D objects must first be 

linked to the corresponding BoQ items. Formulas for calculating the quantities 

can then be stored.

Note: Procedure for linking 3D objects to BoQ items is similar to linking 

activities in time schedule. 3D objects can be linked to corresponding BoQ

items manually or via linking rules.
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Calculating Quantities6.3

In the following example, quantity of linked model objects and the prices are 

calculated. Double-click in the corresponding cell and enter the formula to 

calculate the quantity for the corresponding property cpQUANTITY. Price will 

also be calculated for the property cpTOTALPRICE by multiplying the properties 

Unit Price and cpQUANTITY.

Standard aggregate functions will be listed if you type = in a cell after double-

click.

SUM_LINKED function is used to calculate the sum of an attribute value of 3D 

objects linked to a BoQ item. Expression within round brackets ( ) will be 

evaluated for each linked object and sum of them will be calculated.

Unit Price is multiplied by Quantity in order to calculate Total Price.

Tip: Properties of 3D model objects that are to be evaluated in the formula 

should be typed within two square brackets:
[[cpVolume##xs:double##geometry]]

Name Data type Domain

Expression in round brackets is evaluated with the built-in JavaScript 

interpreter. This also enables to use mathematical formulas.
=SUM_LINKED( 0.5 * [[cpVolume##xs:double##geometry]] )

Tip: Results of formulas can be displayed by clicking on Σ sign.
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Export Bill of Quantities6.4

In order to export a Bill of Quantities, mark the corresponding BoQ model and 

click on Export button in the Quantities toolbar. 

You can export BoQ either in native DESITE format (*.boq.xml) or in GAEB 

format. 

Tip: Bill of Quantities in native DESITE format (*.boq.xml) can be imported both 

under Application Menu as well as by clicking on Import button in the Quantities

toolbar.

You are able to choose between different GAEB formats and also select the 

properties that should be assigned to the standard fields Quantity, Unit and Unit 

Price while exporting BoQ.
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